
The Lakeville Olympics

By Jonathan

When the world was starting the Olympics in Korea

this year, so was Lakeville School! Read this to find

out how our school played in the Olympics during

gym classes. The sports we did at Lakeville were

different than the real Olympics because the sports

had different rules and different materials. For

example, the Bobsled was different at Lakeville

because our bobsleds were made of soft slabs (gym

mats) because we had to do it in the gym. We had

to change a lot of the sports because we did the

sports in the gym. The whole school was in the in

the Olympics and the Olympics went for a long

time. I hope you get to do something like this too!

Fun Friday

By Charlotte

Do you know what Fun Friday is? If you don't,

know I' 11 teach you. Who has Fun Friday? Mrs.

Cordon's class does. What is Fun Friday? It is a

play time we have when it's Friday afternoon.

Where do we have it? Well, it's in my classroom!

You might ask, when do you have it? The answer is,

we have it every single Friday. We have Fun Friday

because we all work so hard from Monday to Friday

that we need some playtime with each other. You

might wonder how we play on Fun Friday. We do it

by playing with blocks, felt people, drawing,

playing Bingo, playing Harry Potter and other

games too. Fun Friday is very, very fun. Fun Friday

is the best thing in the whole world. If you're lucky,

you can try this in your class too.

Our Character Projects

By Laura

Our class made character projects about characters

from great books' traits and feelings. Each person in

our class picked a character from a favorite book

and then our class painted our characters and wrote

each character's feelings and traits. We did this

project in our classroom in March. We worked on

this project to learn and understand more about our

characters. We made our project by using a big

white paper, then we got a pencil to draw the

character's face, and after we were done drawing

the character, we colored the characters with

crayons. Lastly, we cut out paper hearts and wrote

the character's feeling inside the hearts. Come and

see our character projects yourself!
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